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Usmívající se Richard Tillyer, vakcinační vědec JAG odsouzený

minulý pátek k smrti, se v úterý ráno krčil v rohu své cely, když mu

zaměstnanci GITMO řekli, že je čas postavit se hudbě. Pohodlná

amnézie, kterou projevil u svého tribunálu, přetrvávala, když stráže
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spoutávaly a eskortovaly Tillyera z jeho cely do Hummeru

zaparkovaného před zadržovací celou Camp Delta. "Proč jsem tu?

Chci jít domů. Nic z toho nechápu,“ řekl.

Jeho náhlé zapomnění, řekl náš zdroj, není nic jiného než trik. Po

svém soudu dostal Tillyer testy MRI a CT, aby zkontroloval

poškození mozku nebo změny, jako je zmenšení. GITMO medical

zkontrolovala jeho krev na infekci, nutriční nedostatky nebo jiné

problémy a provedla elektroencefalogram (EEG), aby zkontrolovala

aktivitu záchvatů. Dostal čisté konto, až na případ syndromu

dráždivého tračníku.

Nicméně Tillyer předstíral nevědomost a zeptal se svých řidičů na

popraviště, zda ho vezou domů do New Jersey. Dokonce jim

poděkoval za to, že ho vyvedli z „špinavého motelového pokoje“.

Když dorazili k šibenici, kde stál viceadmirál Darse E. Crandall a

vojenský soubor a čekali, Tillyer se strážcům omluvil, že jim nemůže

nabídnout „propitné“, protože „ztratil peněženku“ a řekl, že to

odškodní. je „příště“.

Když ho stráž vedla k mělkým schodům stoupajícím k oprátce, Tillyer

pohlédl na admirál Crandall a poděkoval mu za zajištění jeho odvozu

zpět do Short Hills v New Jersey, kde, jak Tillyer řekl, doufal, že bude

pokračovat ve své roli v Janssen Pharmaceuticals.

Na plošině měl ruce bez pout a pokusil se potřást rukou jak oběšenci,

který zmáčkl tlačítko, tak kaplanovi amerického námořnictva, který

byl přítomen nabídnout Poslední obřady. Tillyer řekl, že je nepoznal,

a zeptal se, zda jsou „v sousedství noví“, a dodal, že on a jeho žena si

je za pár dní „dají na večeři“.

Pak si zdánlivě spletl admirála Crandalla se starým známým jménem

„Fred“. Rázně zamával na admirál Crandall a řekl: "Frede, Frede

Dryere, kde jste byli?" Neviděl jsem tě věky. Stále pracujete ve

společnosti Pfizer?
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Tillyerovo zmatení admirála nerozfázovalo, když řekl: "Ať to máme za

sebou," a nařídil oběšenci, aby zmáčkl tlačítko, které by ukončilo

Tillyerův život. O chvíli později byl mrtvý a houpal se na laně.

Lékař námořnictva zaznamenal čas smrti: 10:30 EST, 7. března 2023

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 33 980krát, dnes 4 302 návštěv)

 

Měl si nechat přečíst alespoň poslední práva. Pak by dostal ještě pár

minut života. 

 
Myslím, že od něj bylo hezké, že pozval všechny na večeři. 

 
Možná příště…

when are we gonna hear about …

Search: List of George Soros Owned District Attorneys – Clever

Journeys

Our Greatest ENEMY!!!

I just don’t feel like they are getting the scumbags like…. Why hasn’t

pencil neck hung yet? Shumer…get his ass on the gallows and swing

that bastard….get them all…. If they need help…. Some of us would
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gladly set them up for the catch

He would have won an Academy Award with that acting but, alas,

he’s dead. I have no sympathy for him…just one less monster on this

earth. Question…when will they arrest Obama?

And the planet if free of one more mass murderer. Ever wonder what

kind of hell they will have to endure? Bubye you dispicable man.

Bill Clinton,he was ready to sell out and fess up all.To save his puny

ass.died a miserable coward.The low life he always was.He never

held down a real job in his life,he was a moocher at all times.

They all are bums and jerks, what real job did Biden ever hold, or

Nancy Polosi? Hunter had a real job, he just didn’t do anything real

while there.

Knowledge is power! Iran Contra Secrets, drug running, arms sales, a

Clowns in America operation that a Governor no one knew became

President due to his and killery’s knowledge about Mena Airport and

the drug distribution network. Do you really think Killery’s body

count started with Vince Foster (the Clinton Whitewater Scandal

Lawyer) that was going to testify about the Scandal the morning he

was found in the DC Park with 2 bullet holes in the back of his head

AND the “authorities” labeled a suicide???? REALLY! How many

Arkancides happened while Clinton was governor and before? Many

“investigators” died going down that rabbit hole?

He did go home, just not the one he was expecting. Unfortunately,

his home is HELL now. Dumbshit.

Last edited 8 hours ago by Johnny Lunchbucket

Fuck him.Coward.Worthless to anything at all.Pussy.Not when he

though he was on top.He was cruel and heartless.Until they found

him.and they are going to find you.A total pussy ass weakling. .You

can shake the hangman’s, hand,he is still going to hang you.
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“Tillyer’s bemusements didn’t phase the admiral, who said, “Let’s get

this over with,” and ordered the hangman to push the button that

would end Tillyer’s life. A moment later, he was dead, swinging from

a rope.

 
A Navy physician noted the time of death: 10:30 a.m. EST, March 7,

2023”

Next stop, hell.

Thank you Michael, excellent article; please continue the updates.

This man’s dementia was a coping mechanism for the fear he felt at

being hanged. I sense that he simply could not face what was about

to happen to him, and so his mind shut down. It wasn’t play-acting.

It was denial. The mind is very powerful and will do that kind of

thing to protect itself.

 
Look at what adults who have been sexually abused as children do…

whole sections of their childhood remain blank until they are ready

to look at what happened to them.

 
Those commenters here who are being skeptical about the scientist’s

dementia should research about memory suppression. If the mind

can suppress childhood memories, it can suppress current reality

too.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Madeline

It was a coping mechanism, because deep down he knew he was

guilty and there was no way out of the execution.

BULLSHIT, TOTAL BULLSHIT, This asshole was acting, thinking he

could some how get a last minute reprieve from any simp in the

audience. NOT GOING TO HAPPEN, NOT AT GITMO. SIMPS

reading this account and detail will no doubt question what

happened, let them have their nightmares, they deserve them.

ANOTHER LOWLIFE MURDERING JAG-OFF , DIRT-NAPPED!

NEXT
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You, Dave Kelly, just love to think the worst of people. You’re a

vulture. You get off on being here. Underneath it all you thirst for the

worst because it gives you an energy fix. You need to look at the

demons within you who suck on the loosh of what you read here.

You have a lot of work to do on yourself. There’s no way that you

could even begin to sense what is going on here. You’ve got too much

mud on your soul to be able to do that.

Yes, this man did atrocious things. But let’s look to the best example

of all – Jesus forgave the criminals whom he mixed with and the one

on the cross beside Him. Yes, this man needed to pay the price for his

crimes, but his death doesn’t need to be feasted on by the people here

who are getting joy out of hating him for what he has done.

I think you are being too kind. You have to imagine what kind of

person would do what he did. I think he is a sniveling rat who felt all

high and mighty when he was involved in crimes against humanity,

then when caught tried to weasel his way out the only way he thought

he could. It may have a side benefit of him pretending for a moment

that his execution is not happening but really, I bet he was 100% fully

aware and prepared to leave this life a liar, showing no remorse for

his actions, just like the coward he is or was. Fully fledged coward

traitor.

Cleaning house feels good. Thank you white hats.

I believe that the conclusion you have come to is wrong. Fear is very

powerful. Once he learned that he was going to die, his mind shut

down. Even evil people feel fear.

He wasn’t trying to weasel his way out. He was disassociating. He

didn’t plead with the guards or the hangman. Others have. This

man’s mind had split.
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Kitty, you can’t know for sure that he was acting because you weren’t

there. I myself get visions and can See into situations. That’s what I

do for work – I get paid to See.

I Saw that his mind had split. He knew that he was guilty, he knew

that he was caught, he knew that he was going to be hung. He

disassociated so that he could cope with the fact that he was about to

die.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 10 hours ago by Delavic

What loser PSYCHOPATH – it was now his time … & pretending-

LOSER- no sympathy here !!

 
The whimpy coward had no problems creating poisions to muder

innocent people, babies, etc. Good riddance – who needs a

psychopath around … another EVIL1 bites the dust ..

 
Our whiteHat Miltary are absolutely Wonferful beyond words –

Thank You to ALL that serve this great USA

That’s what that sinile old man was hoping for! BTW do you think all

the people he destroyed/killed/caused harm to deserved to die

Karen is a troll, sponsored by the ADL , SPLC , IDF or some zionist

satanist jew criminal entity.

Why because he flipped his wig after killing Lord knows how many

people? This is exactly what that old goat wanted you to think, and

the demon within him wanted you to think as well. Acting skills don’t

get you past the pearly gates.

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Look at all of the acting skills of Arthur Roberts or whoever the hell is

playing Beijing & Kiev Biden?? Allot of stupid people are led to

believe that whoever it is should be the real Biden period? How can

any executive orders or mandates signed by these counterfeits not be

both null & void in the 1st place??!

You can tell it’s a different person! It is so obvious – those with eyes

cannot see because they have been brainwashed to not question and

to not believe anything outside of the authorized narrative.

The EOs signed by Biden are just part of the movie to wake people

up. It’s all a show.

I really hope people are waking up. I don’t see any difference in the

people around me. I have a small very awake group in person, the

rest are clueless and avoid me like the plague. It’s incredible to watch

people be so closed off to the truth and not question anything! Many

highly intelligent people too, like IQ >130. Those who know a little

just accept it and won’t do anything about it, they won’t even talk

about it or want to know more. Heads are in the sand! I mean come

on!! SMH

Yes. So many people fall for their demonic lies and performances,

they think they are like us they are not!

No disrespect to the beautiful souls who want to see the good in

others but we have to be more discerning. The bottom line is that this

evil must be eradicated, eviscerated, destroyed!! No matter how

pretty it looks, or the pretty lies it tells. NO DEALS FOR DEMONIC

FILTH.

This is humanity’s time, evil has lost, we are cleaning out the trash.

How senile was he when he made those poison jabs? Only a couple

years ago they were issued..I would give my right arm to o push that

button .My partner died from his jab, he wanted only to retire and

travel. He was robbed of both, now they shall pay.
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Sher, I am sorry for your loss. I hope you have loved ones around you

to love and support you through this devastating time.

I truly believe he had a psychotic breakdown unable to see the reality

which was forthcoming. Sometimes when faced with impending

termination of life

 
denial regression and and a fairy tale reality will in sue ..to save the

ego. This is a masterpiece of bicameral logistics.

Not complete nonsense at all. And can’t you come up with anything

better to say than to criticise the spelling?

I had a coworker like that. She annoyed me when I tried to befriend

her She was working at the same job I was but when I tried to get to

know her, but she was talking like a kid making playacting as another

person in a storybook. I was like. “This is an adult conversation so

stop the pretense.” but she would not budge. This was an adult

woman, possibly with a husband and kids and a couple of pets, but

she was acting like reality didn’t exist.

The pentagon and everyone who was responsible for these death jabs

long BEFORE trump became president should be hanged first.

Some people will never get it! If Trump had not done what he did you

and ever body else would still be locked down and dead or real close

to it!!! Wake ur arse up,,,

If Trump did not declare an “EMERGENCY ” none of this shit would

have happened in the FIRST PLACE. The 2020 ELECTION would

not have been rigged, stolen and FRAUDULENT. There would have

been NO VOTE BY MAIL, starting 2 months before the election,

TECHNOCRATS, FAUCI, BIRX etc. would not have been given a

chance or pretext to do anything, NOTHING. CDC , NIH, WHO ,

MANDATES, NOTHING WOULD HAVE HAPPENED, YOU FOOL!
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I dont care who tried to roll it out! I could smell bullshit in the

beginning all by myself, and didnt need someone else to tell me what

to do !

Covid and the vaccines were patented before Trump ever became

President. If they can lie to the whole world you think they have any

qualms about lying to a sitting President. Hell, they murdered

Presidents.

STOP BLOODY ATTACKING PRESIDENT TRUMP!! IF IT

WEREN’T FOR HIM, YOU’D BE CHIPPED, VAXXED AND DEAD!!

I think it was more torturous for the Admiral and the staff to deal

with the detainee. Maybe they should have sedated him, gagged, him

and handcuffed him before bringing him to The Gallows.

A shot of Haldol and Thorazine would do the job curve his insanity.

Maybe he was trying to tell them something…are they looking into

who Fred Dryer is since he was allegedly working at Pfizer?

They should have played his game for awhile and see if he could give

them some good info, them let him hang around!

NO , they should have EXECUTED the ASSHOLE within minutes of

sentencing. He was allowed to live 4 days longer than he should have,

that part was a miscarriage of justice.

Fred Dryer, former NFL Football player and Hollywood actor. Fred

Dryer would have ABSOLUTELY NOTHING to do with this lowlife

ASSHOLE.

Old Tillyer must think he is talking to the mockingbird media, where

Leftists are given a pass on ANYTHING, no matter how big or how

vile it may be. No “dog ate my homework” excuses anymore.

He started with the NY Giants, has two safeties in the same game,

The only player to have done this, it is a RECORD.
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And a very GOOD one too. Only Football player to have 2 safeties in

the same game. This record still stands to this very day. He is an

actor too, with many outstanding roles on TV and in FILM.

except for a case of irritable bowel syndrome….I bet he had a baad

case of that. So do I every time I read about one of our Marines being

killed. ’45, it is time to get the job done. War truly is hell.

** GOOD ** the mother fucker is DEAD. Hopefully….next in line will

be Barack Obama….and his tranny “wife” Michael.

Both of them, Obummer and his male bride, are deader than fried

chicken. They have been dead for a while.

Last edited 11 hours ago by Mark David

Correct Obama & Mike are gone, long gone.

Soros is dead too, people caught in the psy-op that the boogeyman is

alive.

Always need a boogeyman [Obama – Soros] causing adversity and

indecision.

I know, sometimes I slip and forget.

God Bless America, especially New York amigo.

The “Head Nigger” and his TRANNY “wife” are dead ?? When…and

how ?

 
Obama is the one running the country right now…. giving ORDERS

to Biden.

 
Explain that one to me. They were executed ??

Barako Insane Obammy & Big Mike were already dealt with & have

both assumed room temperature quite some time ago.

He won’t be feigning irrationality or any other mitigating factor at

the next Tribunal where he’s headed.
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All of us still suffer the effects of this.Obama did a lot of of

damage..He was just another puppet.One that way to many of our

population fell for hook,line and sinker.stupid enough to want to be a

communist.A system that iis a total failure.

History tells us that the Khazarian Mafia is much worse than the

Communists ever were. They weasel their way into everything, and

then all hell breaks loose and millions die.

Last edited 11 hours ago by Mark David

The KM control some of the power in this country, but they are in a

loose partnership cabal with the Rockefeller crime family that

corrupts 90% of the US politicians and is America’s Joe Stalin and

right now the Switzerland Rothies are in surrender mode, because

with the white dragon Chinese leadership are trying to stop the DEW

earthquake attacks, but the Rockefellers do not want to stop with

their attacks on US soil…..

Just read – now coming out – Obummer & gang of scumbags ran

child sex ring out of the Whitehouse…

 
Saw that video, 2days after (patriot happened catch), after Trump

moved out – late night, lights off, dark suvs (many), Whitehouse

cam, caught bringing out line of many CHILDERN …

 
Very sad !!!

iIf it were not for special forces our nation would have been done by

now by Hillary.,our salvation includes President Trump and our

beloved first Lady.Their sevice to us has been a sacrifice on their

part.They did not need it at all.If Hillary had won in 2016,that would

have been it for our nation.LIGHTS OUT ON THE BEACON OF

FREEDOM FOR THE WORLD.

They partied with Jeffrey Epstein. Trump allowed COVID. Trump

brought out the bioweapon shots. He’s just as evil. He should be tried

for murder.
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Has it ever crossed your mind that all the Trumps entered into a

snake pit to do something good?

I read that Trump actually pardoned Epstein and allowed him to be

“suicided” and lifted out of custody. For information. But what is

being done about the information? Anything? Is it about information

or is it about alliances? We don’t know. We are mushrooms in the

dark.

Great comment ALiC.

Windtalker, I heard the Epstein files are huge and are part of the

planned disclosure to be released soon – some call it the Kraken.

Not sure about dissemination – There is that whistleblower with the

videos of the elites raping, torturing or killing children from epstein

island to be released.

There is also Bannon, many say he failed but he didn’t – everything

they did was to release intel in a way that can be shared at the

appropriate time.

MSM will cross their masters soon as well… we start to see a little of

that now.

I heard the CCP will soon be revealing much about US dealings that

will not be pretty.

The fall of the stock market and the banks needs to happen first (also

happening, some say by Monday it will happen), then a threat of ww3

(for the normies) a scare event and possibly pretend nuclear bombs

being dropped. I saw a report yesterday of that happening in

Russia. They warned people about nuclear fallout and showed

where bombs either went off or were planning to go off. It was in

Russian with no subtitles.
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We are definitely mushrooms, being fed legitimate intel, disinfo,

misinfo, cryptic messages and a whole lot of crazy coming our way as

part of the movie to wake up the normies.

So much is happening this year my head is spinning every day!

For STAND and those Trump doubters – Trump was and is the

good guy here. He is playing a very important role in the takedown of

the cabal. People who doubt him are simply not doing enough

research. It is so obvious when you get the entire story, it all makes

sense but even more than that, you realize that no one else could do

this. He is the perfect, imperfect person to do this and entrap all the

bad guys. He is protected for very good reason. The more I learn, the

more I love him. Every single word, gesture, action, misspelling is

planned and delivered by design for a very particular outcome. So if

you are pissed off by his manner or cry because you don’t understand

the rules of engagement then you need to get over yourself and grow

the heck up. When the haters know the full story they will fall to their

knees and cry out for forgiveness. Truly. Their hearts will open and

they will be forever grateful for his sacrifice and for his love and

patriotism. White hats and Q too! And ourselves, because we all

collectively create the outcome. Why the heck do you think the cabal

wants us brainwashed so badly? Open your eyes.

@Stand, And did it ever cross your mind that once Trump and

Melania got the goods on Jeffrey and Ghislaine and Jean-Luc, Trump

went after every sex offender and armed the men and women to do

it? Did you not think for even a second that he was telling us

something when he exposed WJC and Prince Andrew about going on

the famous island with Jeffrey and Co.?

He was given wrong information that’s why Jerome Adams was

recently executed because he was mainly responsible for lying to our

President Trump abt the dangers of the vaccines. Get your facts

straight please ‼ ‼ 
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You listen to too much Lying Legacy Media, which tell you how to

think, what to think and when to think to whatever you were

thinking….

Only God is our salvation from our enemies although God will use

willing vessels like President Trump to fulfill God’s good plan for

America  Thank you Jesus 🙏✝🙏

I dont care if he lost his mind at the end. It doesn’t change the fact he

is responsible for millions of deaths and he knew what he was doing

when he made the kill shot .He deserved what he got.

He did not lose his mind. He was trying to act like he was out of

touch with reality. The Admiral made sure this was fake, before he

was hanged. These people can only function within a tissue of lies.

Our hardened warriors were not deceived!

God knows what he did. God will extend justice to him he can never

get away from.

And how. That, if nothing else, should put the fear of God into

anyone even thinking of harming the innocent.

Help me out here … on March 8/23 … this man’s sentencing was

““Yes, you are going home, in a different sense of the word,” Admiral

Crandall said, and scheduled Tillyer’s execution for Tuesday, March

7.”

And today’s update – March 11/23 “A Navy physician noted the time

of death: 10:30 a.m. EST, March 7, 2023”

*** And the Jha confusion/mix-up March 9th?

BUMMER!

Nothing but a paid pussyfied traitor and pimp squeak speciman of a

luciferian piss ant and useless worthless eater who should have

grown up and been a weed. Wonder what his seized cash and assets
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were living a lavish lifestyle all on the backs of we the people. Allah

akhbar habib…

Weird dude. Was he really 57? He looked 157. They are truly

demonic. He will be screaming in Hell now.

This link speaks for itself. Read the book version of this long ago.

https ://www. youtube. com/watch?v=NHYQk0tkyik

Draining the swamp one crooked lying corrupt SOB at a time. One by

one.

Can’t wait to see the big fishes get hanged at GITMO and I mean the

big fishes, that dude from kenya and others under his wings. All of

them.

They want to depopulate this world? Let’s start by draining the

swamp of luciferians, pedophiles, murder for hire bastards, corrupt

psychos, the democrats and RINOs.

One by one, let’s depopulate the world and drain the swamp and

once all these demons are gone from this world, stop right there and

let everyone else in this world live in peace.

Depopulating this world means getting rid of these demons and only

them. And for those who are housed (sentenced) in GITMO for life,

let’s vaccinate them with their COVID vaccines. They faked their

vaccinations and boosters. They knew it would kill. Let’s force it on

them like they did to millions.

America will be GREATER than Ever.

We will once again be respected by the world especially by china and

russia and our military will be the most respected, formidable,

feared, and greatest once again.

GOD Bless America !
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>Can’t wait to see the big fishes get hanged at GITMO

tell us…. exactly what little fishes have you SEEN hanged at gitmo?

 
PS – online fan fiction does not count.

aside to MB….

 
maybe RRN could post photos of the hanged?

 
would go a long way to removing doubts.

 
can always add a disclaimer saying the photo is shopped.

Not before the EBS. The whole world will see the gore and the slime

and blood and the corpses all they want, along with their tribunals

and rap sheets.

The dudd from Kenya got aleady the Bullet in the head for a while

ago.

 
His lover Michael got the Injection.

USA is doing de-pedophilification.

Ukraine is getting de-nazification by Russia.

Russia is executing the Science-Jabbers.

Lol. He gave himself away .If he was such good friends with Fred,

why didn’t he know if he still worked for Pfizer? Dumb ass.

What a great actor. Wondering if he ever worked in Hwood. What a

waste of taxpayers money… with all those tests performed. He did

what he did. This will sound harsh, but…let’s call Putin and see how

it should be done!

I cant touch the counter because it is on 17. A commercial fisherman

would call this Codswallop, a farmer would call it Bullsnot and a

regular awake British person would say its a bunch of shiite mate.

counter should be at 711

They all seem to have unique reactions to the end. I do want to see

some of these executions. It could be cathartic after all the damage

they have done.
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Be patient. According to previous announcements the truth,

including the executions, will be shown 24/7 for ten days.

 
On tv, iPhone,or whatever device it will be beamed In shifts of eight

hours; the next eight hours repetition of the former eight hours etc.

This runs 3 shifts for eight hours within the day. Everybody has the

chance to watch the TRUTH.

This is White Hat’s program planning. Maybe it is thru EBS?

 

 


